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Oxyluminescence —A Technique for the Study of
Thermo-oxidative Destruction of Polyisoprene
S. JIPA*, T. SETNESCU*, R. SETNESCU*, C. CAZAC*, M. GIURGINCA**
AND I. MIHALCEA***
Thermo-oxidative destruction of natural rubber protected by different amino-antioxidants under
normal conditions and after gamma irradiation is described. For this study the oxyluminescence technique was applied, and from experimental kinetic parameters a mechanism of
oxyluminescence appearance is proposed.
Oxyluminescence (OL)f as a technique used
for the investigation of the destructive process
has been preponderantly applied to the study
of polypropylene and other polyolefins11 u
and only in a few cases to elastomer characterisation 1S'17

Elastomers and their vulcanisates modify their
initial properties under the influence of atmospheric factors with a destructive action
which results in ageing with time. The modifications occurring in the destructive processes
are mainly generated by simultaneous scission
and crosslinking reactions which result in
ageing. The isoprenic structures of elastomers,
natural and synthetic, have been studied by
means of various physico-chemical and
physico-mechanical techniques1. The results
obtained were used for the fundamental mecchanism involved in the destructive process.
Nevertheless, the simulation of the whole
assembly of the stress factors that occurred
during storage and processing was not often
successful. For this reason testing methods
under accelerated ageing conditions that reveal
the influence exerted Gby a certain aggressive
factor were applied.

The present study deals with the application
of OL technique to analyse thermo-oxi dative
destruction of natural rubber protected by
means of amino-antioxidants, under normal
conditions, and after gamma irradiation.
EXPERIMENTAL

In order to measure the OL signals, the OC-91
oxyluminograph designed and manufactured
by ICPE, Bucharest, have been used. The
apparatus runs in isothermal conditions, the
OL emission detection being performed by
means of a photomultiplying tube (Philips,
XP-2008) with a sensitivity of 60 A/lm. Jipa
et al.18 in their paper have discussed the detailed
presentation of this apparatus.

The techniques currently used for analysis
of the thermo-oxi dative destructive behaviour
of elastomer included IR spectroscopy
coupled with chromatographic analysis2-3,
differential thermal analysis 4 ' 5 , oxygen
absorption measurement6"8, EPR and NMR
spectroscopy1-9, and mechanical tests10.

The resultant kinetic parameters from the
processing of the oxyluminograms were of a
typically sigmoid shape, and they were: the
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induction period (t), the maximum oxidation

temperature (40"C). The films were obtained
through the evaporation from the chloroform

rate (V^), the OL emission maximum intensity

(7^) and the time for reaching the OL emission
maximum value (t max').

solution (2% concentration).

v

In order to shorten the experimental period
the measurements were taken at temperatures

The film samples (-40 mg) of natural rubber
protected by the aromatic amine and diamine
antioxidants (Table 1) were obtained and tested
directly in the measuring-tray of the apparatus
(area: 2.9 sq cm). In order to avoid mechanochemical reactions, the incorporation of antioxidant at a concentration of 2% was performed
on the rubber roll at a relatively low

ranging between 150°C-200°C. By using linear
regression method, OL data were extrapolated

to the temperature range of 40°C-100°C used
for both the storage and some processing
activities (lamination, milling and calendering)
to which the natural rubber compositions are
subjected.

TABLE 1. ANTIOXIDANTS USED FOR NATURAL RUBBER PROTECTION
Chemical and
commercial
denomination

Antioxidant structure

r^^^^pNH-^

Molecular
weight
(g/mol)

N-phenyl;2naphtylamine

^

219

Melting
point

ro

105

PEN

(H3C - HC CH,,

I,C-HC-HN) 2 -C 6 H 4
CH3

N,N'-di-(l,4-dimethylpenthyl) p-phenylene
diamine
Santoflex-77

N-isopropyl,

NH - CH - CH3

304

226

74

N-(l,4-dimethylpenthyl)-N'phenyl-p-phenylene
diamine
Santoflex-13

282

46

N,N'-diphenyl-pphenylenediamine
Nonox-DPPD

260

145

N'-phenyl
-p-phenylenediamine
Santoflex-IP

CH,

CH,
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A,
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The effectiveness of the antioxidant
protection was evaluated by means of the
following parameters: relative activity (A) and
relative stability (S), defined by the relations:

The logarithmic variation of the above
mentioned OL parameters as a function of the
film thickness led to straight lines with
correlation coefficients of 0.980 - 0.996.

Extrapolating these results by means of linear
regression, values of the induction periods for
various thicknesses currently used in practice
were obtained. One can thus exemplify the
values: tt = 3.6 x 103 min for the thickness of
0.5 mm and f = 1.5 x 10s min for the thickness
of 1 mm, both for 170°C. The dependence of
the kinetic parameters of the OL process on
the elastomer film thickness suggests that the
phenomenon is controlled by oxygen diffusion;
the results obtained being in good agreement
with the data from oxygen absorption20.

(0' - C^ O'
V

A =

5 =

...1

where (f) is the induction period of the protected elastomer
(t)s is the induction period of the standard protected elastomer
(?()o is the induction period of the unprotected elastomer
(KTX *s tne maximum oxidation rate

Effect of Antioxidant Protection

of the protected elastomer
V^")o is the maximum oxidation rate
of the unprotected elastomer.

Figure 2 shows the oxyluminograms of

natural rubber at 190°C stabilised with antioxidants. The kinetic data from oxylumino-

The sample irradiation was performed in
the air at room temperature, by using a ^Co
gamma source with the activity of 500 Ci. The
irradiation doses were determined by means of
PVC foil dosimeters previously calibrated by
means of the Fricke dosimeter19.

gram processing are presented in Table 3. As
shown in Figure 2, the presence of the

antioxidant in the elastomer matrix generates
a considerable increase in the induction period
due to the blocking of the peroxy radicals
involved in the OL emission. The antioxidant
depletion in the sample is accompanied by a
sharp increase in the emission as a result of the
acceleration of reactions generating OL.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Film Thickness

Figure I shows the oxyluminograms of
some natural rubber films with various
thicknesses recorded at 170°C. The oxyluminogram processing led to the determination of the
characteristic parameters presented in Table 2,
emphasising the following:

The analysis of these data leads to the
conclusion that antioxidants A4 and A5 offer
effective protection, evaluation is based on the
induction period and from the time necessary
for reaching the maximum intensity value of
OL. For the same antioxidants one can notice
the low values of parameter / max'; this is
explained by the low content of oxygenated
groups formed during thermal oxidative
destruction.
r

• Increase of the elastomer film thickness
generates an increase in the induction
period and of the time for reaching the
maximum value of OL emission.
• Decrease of OL maximum intensity with
the increase of the tested film thickness.

On the other hand, the maximum oxidation
rate gets accentuated values, except for the
133
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Figure 1, Sample thickness effect on natural rubber Isothermal oxy luminesce nee
emission (170°C).

elastomer protected by antioxidant A5. This
suggests the participation in the autocatalytic
stage of either the amine/radicals of some other
aromatic amine transformation products-

The registration of typical OL parameters
at several temperatures ranging between
150°C-200°C and the application of the
Arrhenius treatment led to the activation
energies shown in Table 4. The correlation
coefficients varied within the limits 0.967 0.998.

compounds with extended conjugation and

high molecular weights, having some prooxidant activity at this temperature21.
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The activation energies for this stage are 1.5 3.0 times lower than those calculated for the
induction stage, and could be the result of the
evolution of some radical species in the

TABLE 2. INFLUENCE OF NATURAL
RUBBER FILM THICKNESS ON THE
OXYLUMINESCENCE PARAMETERS

Sample

Thickness t,
max
(min) (rel. units/g)
(Jim)

1

9.8

system23.

(min)

92

26861

114

2

23

111

20118

147

3

86

173

11 450

201

4

142

250

7075

269

The extrapolation of the induction periods
to the temperature range of 24°C - 100°C led to
the results presented in Table 5. The analysis
of these data indicates certain changes in
effective protection at these temperatures.
If the antioxidant A3 is taken as a standard,
with the activity equal to the unit, then,
according to the relative activity (Table 6), the
order of effectiveness for the induction period
is modified with the temperature with incre^asing activity of aromatic diamines A4 and
A5 and a decreasing activity of secondary amine
Ar The diamine A2 presents a remarkable
increase in the activity over 40°C and, then, a
gradual diminution at over 80°C; this is
contributed by an increase in volatility.

The activation energy corresponding to the
induction stage gives the following order of
protection activity:
A

NR > A

The fact that the product A2 cannot prove
its protective effectiveness can be explained
by the increased temperature range used for
the testing, with consequences on volatilisation.
In the autocatalytic stage of the process,
the order of effectiveness evaluated by
parameter / max
is:
r
A

In the autocatalytic stage, the relative
diamine stability is superior to the aromatic
amine; at this stage, the diamine A4 (Table 7)
shows special effectiveness.

= NR

The difference in behaviour of the
antioxidants in the major destruction stages is

This order is in agreement with the data
obtained by the oxygen absorption method8'22.

TABLE 3. INFLUENCE OF ANTIOXIDANT STRUCTURE ON OXYLUMINESCENCE
Temperature

t.

CQ

(min)

NR

190

NR + A,

\r man

(%/min)

(rel.units/g)

tmax.
(min)

40

3.65

148

54

190

24

13.03

171

32

NR + A2

190

112

3.22

155

126

NR + A3

187

30

6.89

257

38

NR + A4

190

276

4.76

85

289

NR + A5

190

201

2.39

94

220

Protection
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Figure 2. Antioxidant influence on natural rubber isothermal oxyluminescence
emission (190°C).
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Figure 3. Gamma irradiation effect on natural rubber isothermal oxyluminescence
emission (I80"C).
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• maximum oxidation rate and maximum
intensity of OL emission have the highest values at the lowest doses, after
which they be come stationary.

TABLE 4. OXYLUMINESCENCE
ACTIVATION ENERGY CALCULATED FROM
DIFFERENT KINETIC PARAMETERS

Protection
i

Activation energy (kJ/mol)
Vmax
Imax
tmax
ox

NR

121.4

100.0 39.9

107.9

NR+A,

141.5

141.5

51.7

131.5

NR + A2

119.3

69.3 53.8

117.6

NR + A3

130.6

68.0 40.0

113.0

NR + A4

127.3

58.8 55.4

115.9

NR + A,

121.0

57.5 71.4

115.5

Radio-induced changes of OL parameters
were also observed in the case of natural rubber
protected by diaryl-p-phenylenediamine (A5)
with the indication that the irradiation effect
was largely diminished by the presence of

antioxidant (Table 9).
For the unstabtlised sample, the dependence (correlation coefficient: 0.979) of the
OL parameters ti and tmax on the irradiation
dose can be expressed in the following form:
r

obviously dependent on the physical state of
the aggregation, the molecular weight and the
vapour pressure at various temperatures24.

Po

...2

where P is the OL parameter at the dose D
Po is the OL parameter at the dose D

Effect of Gamma Radiation

°=0

Figure 3 presents the oxyluminograms of
natural rubber at 180°C irradiated at various
doses of gamma radiations. The oxyluminogram analysis (Table 8) indicated the

K is proportionality constant.
The parameter Ig varies with the irradiation

dose (correlation coefficient: 0.957) according
to the relation:

following:
• increase in irradiation dose caused an increase in the initial OL signal (/o) and
a decrease in rparameters ti and tmax

/ = K-D*1 + /
0

...3

O

where / is the parameter at the dose D = 0.

TABLE 5. INDUCTION PERIOD (MIN) OF STABILISED NATURAL RUBBER (24"C-100°C)
Protection

24

Temperature (°C)
60

40

7

80

100

NR

3.3 x 10

2.5 x 10

1.5x 10

1.2x 10

1.3x 10s

NR + A,

2.0 x 10'°

1.1 x!0 y

4.1 x 10*

2.3 x 106

1.7x 10s

NR + A2

3.9 x 109

3.3 x 10*

2.1 x 107

1.9xl0 7

2.1 x 10*

NR + A3

y

5.8 x 10

8

3.9 x 10

7

1.9 x 10

6

1.4 x 10

1.4 x 105

NR + A4

2.9 xlO 1 0

2.1 x 109

1.1 x 10R

8.5 x 10fi

8.4 x 105

NR + A5

9.5 x 109

7.8 x 108

4.8 x 107

4.1 x 106

4.5 x 10s

9

s
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TABLE 7. ANTIOXIDANT RELATIVE
STABILITY AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

TABLE 6. ANTIOXIDANT RELATIVE
ACTIVITY AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES
Protection

40

Temperature CQ
80
100

Temperature (°C)

Protection

40

80

100

'NR + A,

6.1

5.5

4.0

NR + A,

0.3

0.8

1.1

NR + A2

0.6

8.5

8.0

NR + A2

57

15

9.0

NR + A3

1.0

1.0

1.0

NR + A3

104

26

14.0

NR + A4

13/2

36.5

71.0

NR + A4

59 407

1 600

353.0

NR + A5

3.8

14.5

32.0

NR + A,

122

19

9.0

TABLE 8. INFLUENCE OF GAMMA IRRADIATION ON OXYLUMINESCENCE
PARAMETERS OF NR SAMPLE

Irradiation dose

t.

•i/max
* on

(KGy)

(min)

(%/min)

(rel. units/cm2)

l
—
(min)

(rel. units/cm2)

0

101.0

4.4

214

118

30

2

75.0

2.5

157

90

39

7

72.0

2.4

135

94

43

22

30.5

2.6

151

50

73

51

32.0

1.9

156

48

92

95

9.8

-

155

18

197

154

8.4

-

155

14

187

max

o

radical species formed in the very stages of
synthesis, processing and storage. The analysis

The last equation confirms the largest part
of trie-energy used for irradiation is spent in
the formation of peroxy radicals responsible
for the appearance of initial OL signal; the rest
of the energy leads to the formation of other
radical species which, in the thermal oxidation
process, influence the evolution of hydroperoxides involved in the further emission of
OL.

TABLE 9. INFLUENCE OF GAMMA IRRADIATION ON OXYLUMINESCENCE
PARAMETERS OF NR + A5 SAMPLE

The antioxidant Ag has an anti-radiation
effect, limiting the radio-induced destruction
effect for a while.
For all the samples tested, in the first minute
of the isothermal measurement of OL signal,
one can observe a decrease of parameter /o,
this demonstrates the pre-existence of some
138

Irradiation dose

t

(KGy)

(min.)

max

o

(min.) (rel. units/cm2)

0

178

135

25

7

115

105

27

51

72

100

29

95

50

95

25

154

45

70

23

30

43

68

30
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of variation lo =f(t) has led to the conclusion
that the process which takes place is a radiative
bimolecular recombination of peroxy radicals;
the reaction developing with an activation
energy of 5 kJ/mol.

(Equation 7). Consequently, the initial OL
intensity will be proportional to the peroxy
radical concentration. The appearance of the
intense OL signal after induction period can be
the result of the thermal decomposition of
hydroperoxides generated during the

The results of the study lead to the following
possible mechanisms consisting of OL signal
in the thermal-destruction and radio-thermaldestruction processes (Scheme 1, Equations 4

experiment (Equations 8 ~ 10).

to 10).

Equations 11 and 12).

The initial OL signal of intensity Io results
from the recombination of radio-induced
peroxy radicals at the ambient temperature
(Equations 4-7). The emission is due to the
phosphorescence of the ketone triplet state
resulting from the recombination reaction

This mechanism requires the formation of
diamine-peroxy radical complex in the first
stage followed by its stabilisation through the
transfer of a proton and/or through the reaction
wjth another peroxy radical. The forming of
quinone-diamines in the thermal oxidation

In the presence of antioxidant A5, the
following reactions can take place (Scheme 2,

t° or
...4

RH

RO,
2 RO,

R' - C -

R" + ROM +

II

o*
-

RO, + RH

ROOH -f R

R - CH, - OOH —————*-

R - CH + H,O

R" + (hi)),

...7

II
O'

> R - CH + (hi)),
O

Scheme 1
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processes was confirmed by various techniques25'26, the diamine having the capacity of
deactivating two peroxy radicals. Besides this,
quinone-diamine can react with a segment of
the elastomer chain restoring the initial diamine
and developing a grafted amine area (rubberbound antidegradant 27 ) that explains the
expansion of A5 antioxidant activity28 as shown

CONCLUSION

Studying the destructive thermal- and radioinduced processes occurring in natural rubber
by the OL technique, the following conclusions
can be drawn:

in Scheme 3, Equation 13.

• Film thickness influences the kinetic parameters; this phenomenon is controlled
by oxygen diffusion.

The protective effect of antioxidant A5
appears both in the case of sample, thermally
stressed and on its irradiation with ionising
radiations (anti-radiation effect).

• Antioxidants can be quantitatively evaluated by their protection effectiveness
against degradation and by increase of
the material resistance to the above
mentioned stress factors.

RO, + A r - N H

NH-Ar

RO •

...11
\=/

RO, ; [AT - NH -(/

\- NH - Ar\

J

...12

2ROOH

+ RO,

Scheme 2

CH,
Ar-N

Ar-NH

N-Ar +

|CH,-C =

\ N - AT +

Ar-NH

-H,C - C = CH - CH - CH -

-H,C - CH - CH = C - CH ~

CH3

CH,

Scheme
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» Previous irradiation of elastomers leads
to some changes in the kinetic parameters and this depends on absorbed
dose.
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